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AbstractDisrete hoie models in general and random utility models inpartiular may be intratable when the number of alternatives is large.In the transportation ontext, it typially happens for route hoieand destination hoie models. In the spei� ase of the widely usedmultinomial logit model, it has been shown that the model ould beestimated as if the hoie was made among a subset of the alternatives.In this paper, we propose to design the sampling of alternatives basedon a Prinipal Component Analysis and a Cluster Analysis of theatual data set, in order to inrease the eÆieny of the estimates.We present a ase study of a destination hoie model to empiriallyillustrate the added value of our approah.
1 The Multinomial logitThe multinomial logit is the simplest model in disrete hoie analysiswhen more than two alternatives are in a hoie set. It is derived fromutility-maximizing theory. The onsumer hooses the alternative whihmaximizes this utility (MFadden 1978). Obviously not all the attributes ofthe alternatives will be observed. The utility is divided into two parts, Vinwhih is the systemati part, and εin whih summarizes the ontributionof unobserved variables. The probability to selet an alternative i from thehoie set Cn is then:

P (i|Cn) = Pr(Vin + εin ≥ Vjn + εjn ∀j ∈ Cn )If we assume that the disturbanes are independent and identially ex-treme value distributed we obtain a Multinomial Logit model. The proba-bility that the alternative i will be hosen is:
Pn (i) =

eµVin

∑
j∈Cn

eµVjnThe term µ is a sale parameter, generally normalized to 1. The modelis desribed in various textbooks, suh as Ben-Akiva & Lerman (1985).2



2 Sampling of alternativesWhen there are many alternatives in Cn, as in destination hoie modelsand in route hoie models, there is a omputational burden for the estima-tion. In this ase, utilizing the independene from irrelevant alternativesproperty (IIA) of the logit model, it's possible to estimate the parameterswith a subset of alternatives. Clearly, in this ase, it would be only pos-sible to maximize a onditional likelihood funtion rather than the truelikelihood. A proedure for sampling the alternatives assigns to observa-tion n a subset of alternatives D that must inlude the hosen alternative.The onditional probability of alternative i being hosen, given a sampleof alternatives D, is
πn (i |D) =

πn (D |i) Pn (i)
∑

j∈Dπn (D |j) Pn (j)where πn(D|i)Pn(i) is the joint probability of drawing a hosen alternative
i and a subset of alternatives D.The onditional probability πn(i|D) exists if

πn (i |D) > 0∀j ∈ DThis is ondition is alled positive onditioning property, and is ne-essary for the derivation of a onsistent estimator for the multinomiallogit model (MFadden 1978), or the GEV model (Bierlaire, Boldu &MFadden 2006), with samples of alternatives.The simplest approah to sample design is to draw a simple randomsample of J alternatives and to add the hosen alternative if it is not oth-erwise inluded. To prevent the possibility of samples with di�erent hoieset sizes, it is possible to draw randomly J alternatives from all the avail-able alternatives, exept for the hosen alternative, that is added afterward.Other methods are the \Importane Sampling of Alternatives" and \Strat-i�ed Importane Sampling" (Ben-Akiva & Lerman 1985).
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3 “PCA Cluster Sampling (PCACS)”Our proposal is to generate strati�ed sampling based on a Prinipal Com-ponent Analysis (PCA) and a Cluster Analysis. The entral idea of thePrinipal Component Analysis is to redue the dimensionality of a dataset onsisting of a large number of interrelated variables, while retaining asmuh as possible of the variation present in data set (Jolli�e 2002). Thisis ahieved by transforming it into a new set of variables, the prinipalomponents (PCs), whih are unorrelated, and whih are ordered so thatthe �rst few retain most of the variation present in all of the original vari-ables. To obtain the omponents we must �nd the eigenvalues and theeigenvetors of the following matrix:
MX ′WXMwhere M is the metri matrix, X is the data matrix and W is the matrixof the weights. The goal is then to maximize the following expressions:

u ′MX ′WXMuwith the onstraint u
′

1Mu1 = 1. We an onsider the maximization of theLagrange multiplier: L = u
′

1Au1 − λ1(u
′

1Mu1 − 1) = max and onsideringthe partial derivative we obtain the �rst eigenvalue and the �rst eigenvetor.The �rst omponent will be c1 = XMu1. To obtain the other omponentswe must simply introdue some orthogonality onstraints, that, i.e. for theseond omponent, will be u
′

1u2 = 0.With the Prinipal Component Analysis we obtain omponents thatare unorrelated and we an proeed with the seond step of the analysis.We introdue a Cluster Analysis, a method for grouping objets of similarkind into respetive ategories. There are di�erent algorithms to obtain thisgoal, we used a hierarhial tree. This algorithm begins with eah objetin a lass by itself. In every step the two more similar objets, aordingto some distane measures, are joined together. The most straightforwardway of omputing distanes between objets in a multi-dimensional spaeis to ompute Eulidean distanes, but also other measures ould be used.4



When the algorithm stops we an ut the tree aording to some optimalitymeasures and we obtain a ertain number of lusters.They will have di�erent sizes and therefore, for the sampling, we mustassign di�erent seletion probabilities in di�erent strata, while maintain-ing uniform seletion probabilities within strata. We an proeed to thesampling in the following way:1. Let k be the number of lusters we obtain from PCA and ClusterAnalysis;2. Let de�ne by J the number of alternatives in the full hoie set;3. Let Ri be the number of alternatives in every luster where i = 1, ..., k;4. Let J
′

i be the size of the sub-set we de�ned, i = 1, ..., k;5. Let de�ne with R
′

i the number of alternatives we have to draw fromevery luster, where i = 1, ..., k;then the following equality must hold: R
′

i

J
′

i

= Ri

J
and then: R

′

i = Ri

J
J
′

i.In this way we obtain a number of alternatives from every luster thatis proportional to the size of it. The probability to be seleted for everyalternative is the same, but in lassial random sampling we do not knowwhat kind of alternatives we selet, so it is possible to obtain all the alter-natives with similar harateristis and so there ould be some problemswith the estimation. With the Cluster Sampling instead we obtain a hoieset whih reets the full one better.To illustrate the advantages of this tehnique we applied it to a desti-nation hoie model.
4 ResultsOur analysis onerns a household survey onduted in 2005 in the GreaterZ�urih area. The data-set inludes about 700 alternatives and more than50 observed variables (Burgle 2006). The �rst step was the building of a5



model for the full hoie set. We used a multinomial logit with only linear-in-parameter utilities, we used BIOGEME (Bierlaire 2003) to estimate thevalues and we obtained 7 signi�ant variables. The seond step of the anal-ysis was the building of data sets of di�erent size (12-15-20-40 alternatives)with the random sampling and the PCACS. The sampling proedure wasrepeated 5 times for the two tehniques. In this way we ould ompute thevariane due to the sampling of alternatives. The last step of the analysiswas the estimation of the parameters on the redued hoie-sets and thenthe omparisons between the two tehniques of sampling. The measureswe onsidered for the evaluation of the di�erenes between the two teh-niques are the ability to reover model parameters, to repliate the hoieprobability of the hosen alternative for eah observation and to estimatethe overall log-likelihood funtion aurately (Nerella & Bhat 2004). Foreah of the riteria identi�ed above, the evaluation of proximity was basedon three properties:1. The bias, or the di�erene between the mean of estimates for eahsample size of alternatives aross the 5 runs and the true values;2. The variane in the relevant parameters aross the 5 runs for eahsample size of alternatives;3. The total error, or the di�erene between the estimated and the truevalues aross all 5 runs for eah sample size of alternatives.Before omputing all the mentioned performane measures we an havesome preliminary information from the data simply by onsidering the sig-ni�ane and the signs of the parameters estimated on the di�erent sub-sets.We will show here the results we obtained with data sets omposed of 20alternatives, but they are similar also for the other sizes. We an see fromthe �rst two tables that for all 5 samples obtained by the two di�erenttehniques, the signs of the oeÆients are the same as the full hoie set.This is the �rst thing we must look at to judge the auray of the newestimations. There are anyway some di�erenes in the values of the Robustt-test. In fat we an note that in table 1, relative to the random sampling,6



there are two samples in whih a parameter, the density of hildren, has alow value for the Robust t-test. For PCACS (table 2) this does not happen.At this point we an onsider the di�erent measures we underlined pre-viously. In table 3 there are the di�erenes between the mean, aross the5 runs, of the parameters and the values estimated on the full hoie set.We an see that with the PCACS the sum of the di�erenes between theparameters is inferior to the Random Sampling, so we have a lower bias.Table 4 summarizes the variane of the parameters aross the 5 runs. Thelast row shows that there is a little improvement with the PCA ClusterSampling. In table 5 there are the di�erenes between the true values andall the estimated values. We do not insert all the di�erenes, but we ansee diretly the sum of them and we an note how the PCACS shows oneagain the lowest value.The seond useful indiator to ompare the tehniques is the ability torepliate the hoie probability of the hosen alternative for eah observa-tion. Also in this ase we an ompute the bias, the total error and thevariane aross the 5 samples (table 6). In 7 instead there are the india-tors related to the ability to reover the true log-likelihood funtion. Inboth the ases the values are better for the PCACS. Obviously, as withany numerial exerise, the usual autions for generalizing the results, alsoapply to this paper. There is a need for more omputational and empirialresearh on the topi of sampling of alternatives to draw more de�nitiveonlusions. However, we think that when the full hoie set is too big tobe used, the PCACS ould be a useful tehnique to use to obtain good esti-mation of the parameters, in fat we an obtain a hoie set whih reetsthe full one better than other tehniques.
5 AcknowledgmentsThe presented paper is made possible by the support of other people. Wewould like to thank Mihaela Burgle, Mihael Loehl and Kay W. Axhausenof the ETH Z�urih for the data-set and the helpful advises.
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Full choice set Random 1 Random 2 Random 3 Random 4 Random 5Parameters Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-testaess 0.51 6.33 0.76 5.84 0.79 5.97 0.71 5.32 0.30 4.39 0.82 5.78hilddensity -0.05 -2.18 -0.04 -2.48 -0.03 -2.25 -0.02 -1.82 -0.04 -2.85 -0.01 -0.94distwork -0.14 -16.85 -0.08 -12.6 -0.08 -11.9 -0.05 -11.2 -0.09 -12.8 -0.05 -11.0popyoung 0.02 10.32 0.01 9.4 0.01 9.64 0.01 7.88 0.02 11.37 0.01 4.41rentratio 1.23 -4.86 -0.89 -4.31 -0.87 -4.01 -0.67 -3.32 -0.93 -4.55 -0.93 -3.14taxindex -0.02 -4.09 -0.02 -5.67 -0.02 -5.78 -0.02 6.48 -0.02 -4.47 0.02 -5.85timetoplatz 0.07 11.58 0.06 10.62 0.06 10.59 0.04 9.04 0.06 9.93 0.05 8.66Table 1: Parameters estimated with the random sampling (size=20)
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Full choice set PCA Cl. 1 PCA Cl. 2 PCA Cl. 3 PCA Cl. 4 PCA Cl. 5Parameters Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-test Val. t-testaess 0.51 6.33 0.21 3.38 0.31 4.38 0.71 5.32 0.30 4.39 0.82 5.78hilddensity -0.05 -2.18 -0.04 -3.10 -0.04 -2.38 -0.05 -2.79 -0.04 -2.92 -0.04 -2.75distwork -0.14 16.84 -0.08 -13.6 -0.09 -12.4 -0.09 -11.9 -0.07 -13.2 -0.09 -11.5popyoung 0.02 10.32 0.01 9.08 0.02 10.45 0.01 8.41 0.01 8.65 0.01 9.12rentratio 1.23 -4.86 -0.99 -4.26 -0.81 -3.95 -0.93 -4.12 -0.98 -4.59 -0.93 -4.32taxindex -0.02 -4.09 -0.01 -3.17 -0.01 -2.80 -0.01 -3.28 -0.01 -3.14 -0.01 -4.19timetoplatz 0.07 11.58 0.04 7.63 0.05 7.17 0.05 8.47 0.03 7.01 0.06 8.98Table 2: Parameters estimated with the PCA Cluster Sampling (size=20)
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True Random Sampling PCA Cluster SamplingMean Di�. abs. Mean Di�. abs.aess 0.518 0.680 0.162 0.292 0.226hilddensity -0.052 -0.033 0.019 -0.046 0.006distwork -0.142 -0.075 0.067 -0.089 0.053popyoung 0.018 0.014 0.004 0.016 0.002rentratio -1.227 -0.859 0.368 -0.988 0.239taxindex -0.015 -0.015 0 -0.016 0.001timetoplatz 0.073 0.052 0.021 0.053 0.020
Total 0.641 0.549Table 3: Di�erenes between the mean of the parameters alulated for theredued hoie sets and the true values (size=20)

Parameters Random Sampling PCA Cluster SamplingAess 0.04500 0.05000Childdensity 0.00000 0.00000Distwork 0.00000 0.00000Popyoung 0.00000 0.00000Rentratio 0.01100 0.00500Taxindex 0.00000 0.00000Timetoplatz 0.00000 0.00000
TOTAL 0.05600 0.05500Table 4: Variane of parameters aross the 5 runs (size=20)
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Parameters Random Sampling PCA Cluster SamplingAess 1.2311 1.0538Childdensity 0.0957 0.0449Distwork 0.3384 0.2793Popyoung 0.0217 0.0172Rentratio 1.8357 1.4844Taxindex 0.0052 0.0169Timetoplatz 0.1035 0.1299
TOTAL 3.6313 3.0264Table 5: Total di�erene between true values and all the parameters om-puted for the redued hoie-set (size=20)

Random Sampling PCA Cluster SamplingBias 0.47782 0.36800Total Error 2.91202 1.84553Variane 0.01496 0.01384Table 6: Ability to repliate the hoie probability
Random Sampling PCA Cluster SamplingBias 1460.96 1016.37Total Error 7304.824 5081.857Variane 141286.41 6948.96Table 7: Ability to estimate the overall log-likelihood funtion12


